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ABSTRACT
The operational requirements of the National Ignition Facility (NIF) place tight constraints upon its
alignment system. In general, the alignment system must establish and maintain the correct relationships
between beam position, beam angle, laser component clear apertures, and the target. At the target, this
includes adjustment of beam focus to obtain the correct spot size. This must be accomplished for all
beam lines in a time consistent with planned shot rates and yet, in the flont end and main laser, beam
control functions cannot be initiated until the amplifiers have sufficiently cooled so as to minimize dynamic
thermal distortions during and after alignment and wavefront optimization. The scope of the task dictates
an automated system that implements parallel processes. We describe reticle choices and other alignment
references, insertion of alignment beams, principles of operation of the Chamber Center Reference System
and Target Alignment Sensor, and the anticipated alignment sequence that will occur between shots.
Keywords: alignment references, alignment sensors, automatic alignment, laser alignmen~ NIF
2, OVERVIEW
The automatic alignment control system is designed to establish and maintain laser chain alignment
from the output of the optical pulse generator to target chamber center. It accomplishes this task by
operating thirty-three motors on seventeen mounts to control the tip, tilt, and longitudinal positions of
twenty optical elements in the each of the one hundred ninety two NIF laser chains. Beam center and
orientation are defined in the preamplifier module (PAM) by near field references inserted at the apodizer
plane in the beam shaper assembly, and fiber sources identi~ subsequent aperture centers and orientations.
Beam pointing is defined primarily by far field references in the NIF spatial filters,
Comparison of near field reference images provides centering and orientation error signals as depicted
in Figure 1. The point midway between the two sources designates the aperture center (x,y), and line
between the centers of the sources designates
aperture orientation ($). Some centering references are
—
permanently mounted on the beam centerline but
outside the beam path. Others are mounted on
remotely controlled actuators and are inserted into
4
beamlines during automatic alignment. Mirror
motions are used to superimpose all of these
designators, thus centering and orienting the
A
beam at each reference.
m
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Figure 1: Cameras view laser chain relay planes,
*ecordinr the locations of centering designators.

Comparison of two fm field images, one of a
reference, the other of an alignment laser, provide
pointing error signals. All but two of the far field
references are located inside spatial filters, as
depicted in Figure 2. The beam angle relative to
the optical axis of a spatial filter can be deduced if
the location of the beam focus in the pinhole
plane is known. The location of the beam focus
and pinhole center for a given pass are extracted

—
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from pinhole plane images of an alignment beam and reticle. Motion of mirrors Iucated outside the spatial
filter may k used to null the beam displacement from the center of the far field reference, thus correcting the
beam puinting through the shot pinhole for the corresponding paas.
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Figure 2: A camera views the pinhole plane, recording loca/ions of the reticle and the alignment laser.
(a) The center of the reticular mark coincides with the center of the pinhole. (b) The position of the
alignment beam relative to the pinhole center is found by viewing the beam scatter oflthe reticle. (c) The
alignment beam is pointed through the pinhole center by changing the angle at which it enters the spatial
dler.
The 1053 nm (1m) light from the Main Laaer is frequency unconverted to 351 nm (30) before being
directed onto targets. The final lens in each beam is designed to focus 3eolight at target chamber center.
1w light will focus past target chamber center and thus cannot be used for target alignment. The irradiance
of the alignment laser is too low for appreciable upconversi on, therefore it cannot be used to pruduce a 3UI
alignment beam. Fibers are used to inject 3eo light downstream from tbe final amplifier, in the 301focal
plane of the final spatial filter output lens. Introduction of the target alignment source at this location in the
chain increases the availability of parallel automatic alignment processes since doing so eliminates the need
to wait for amplifier cool down prior to aligning beams to the target. A translatable stage is responsible for
precisely positioning an output-coupled fiber on the axis of the pass 4 pinhole in the 3UIfocal plane of the
final spatial filter lens. The 3fNlight emerges collimated fmm the spatial filter and follows the beamline
through the final optics assembly into the Ta~et Chamber.

The Chamber Center Reference System (CCRS), consisting of two high resolution viewers mounted
outside windows at orthogonal Target Chamber ports, provides a stable target chamber coordinate system.
The pusition and orientation of the Target Alignment Sensor (TAS) in this coordinate system are sensed
and automatically controlled for each shot. The TAS provides superimposed views of the target and the
3UIbeams without allowing any beams to mcheat the tareet. A five degree of freedom positioner is used to
place the target in the
center of the TAS, and the
final transport mirror on
.C1
each
beam is controlled to
-----~ i~+-..4
pass amplifier
--+/—
position
the beam at the
.=
A “I;put
desired
position
on the
——
–.
‘.
\
sensor
target.
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Figure 3: Tbs automatic alignment system uses the Input Sensor’s near
Jeld via+’ of the Beam Shaper output to calculate corrections of the tip and
tilt of the Centering Adjustment Glass. The tilt of the parallel plate serves
to move the heron to n different h,,t nn.nll.) miv nf n.n.nmn, inn

3. PULSE GENERATOR

ALIGNMENT

The alignment system is required to adjust the position of the regenerative amplifier output (regen)
beam in the Beam Shaper aperture so aa to minimize the difference between measured and desired spatially
shaped irmdiance profiles. This is accomplished using images collected in the Input Sensor. A small
sample of the light emerging from the beam shaper is collected
and relayed to the Input Sensor camera where it forms an
image of the plane containing the apodizer. The centering
offset is extracted by image analysis, and can be nulled by
tilting the Centering Adjustment Glass located in the beam
path immediately downstream from the regen. The automatic
alignment system includes a closed loop that performs this
task, as depicted in Figure 3.
%

Simulated Besm Shaper output is show” in Fig”m 4. In
the case of a recentered input beam, the output beam is
asymmetric. The amount of decenter may & calculated by
deconvolving the input beam profile from the near field image.
The input beam profile is gamsian, a“y deviation from this
will be evident in a sample of tbe regen output collected
immediately in front of the beam shaper. In the case of a
centered input beam, the output beam is symmetric.
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~gure 4: Regen pulses pass through
e beam shapar. (a) Recentered pulse
) Centered Pulse,

The spatially shaped pulse emerges from the Beam Shaper
and enters a Smoothing by Spectral Dispemion (SSD)
module. The output of the SSD is imaged by the Input
Sensor. It is this near field image of the apodizer plane that is
used during centering of the regen output in the Beam Shaper.

Once the proper Beam
Shaper output has been
verified, the light tlom the
SSD is directed into the 4.
pass rod amplifier (4-pass).

------------
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The 4-pass is aligned
using the SSD Output
CCD
Mirrors and images from
the Input Sensor as
depicted in Figure 5. The
centering reference light
Figure 5: The automatic alignment system uses the Input Sencor’s near
source pair located behind
teld view of thej7ber sources mounted behind the 4-pc7.ssend mirror to
the 4-pass end mirror is
calculate
centering corrections for the SSD output mirrors. The automatic
activated. The centers of
ahgnmerrt
system uses the Input Sensor’s far field waw of the pass I reticle
these sources lie on the
in
the
4-pass
sputial fitter pinhole plane to calculate pointing corrections
horizontal centerline of the
4-pass, and are equidistant
from the vertical
centerline. These light sources are visible in the image of the mirror surface relayed to the Input Sensor
camera. They define the optimal beam center and orientation in the 4-pass.
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Once the Input Sensor camera has captured an image of the 4-prIascentering references, they are
deactivated. Then the Beam Shaper Centering Reference Plate is moved into the beam path at the Apodizer
plane. This plate has two openings. The centers of these openings lie on the horizontal centerline of the

apudizer, and they are equidistant from the vertical centerline. These holes and the line containing their
centers define beam centerline and orientation. Regen pulses strike the plate, illuminating the holes. The
image of the illuminated holes is relayed through the SSD module, through the 4-PUS, to the ]np”t Sensor
camera, and a second image is captured, Offsets between the Beam Shaper hole centers and the reference
light centers are nulled by moving the SSD nutput mirrors.
During far field alignment, a reticle is placed at the pass I position in the pinhole plane of the 4.pass
spatial filter. This reticle is viewed from the Input Sensor looking back through the 4th, 3rd, and 2nd
passes. The reticle is illuminated with an incoherent light source and an image is captured by the Input
~

–

Sensor came-m.Image
analysis yields the
location of the pinhole
center in the image. TIK
reticle is viewed at regen
shot time. This imsge
yields the actual beam
pointing in the 4-pass.
Offsets are nulled by
movingtbe SSD output
mirmrs.
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Figure6:
Theautomatic aIi@ment system Westhe InPut Semor,~near
wld view of the Input Sensor nsarfield reference to calculate centering
correcttonsfor
the4-pms output polarizers,
Theautomatlc alignment
system uses the[ocation of the f~used spot on the Input Semor camera to
calculate pointing correctiomfor
the 4-pass output polarizers.

After leaving the 4.
pass, the light enters the
Input Sensor, and the
senaur’s centerhw
-- ~fe~”ce
is inserted, The image of
the Beam Shaper Centering Reference Plate is superimposed on the image of the Input Sensor centering
mfemnce bymoving thepolarimr pairlmated downs@eam fimtie4-pms.
Noreticle isusedin far field
alignment of the Input Sensor. Thecenter of the Input Sensor camera isitselfthe fwfield mfemnce in this
case. Pointing offsets menulled bymoving the~larizer pair. Alignment of the4-pass into the Input
Sensor is illustrated in Figure 6.

A 100mWlm lmmwill bused beWeen NIFshots forwavefiont andpointing comectionin the Main
Laaer. This lascris injected intothe kamline inthe Input Sensor. Upon activation, itspinting and
centering isautomatical lyaligned to the Input Sensor alignment references.
4. MAIN LASER ALIGNMENT
Alignment of the Main Laser, depicted in Figure 7, is indemdent
the Input Sensor alignment source is available.

of the PAM alignment aa long as
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Figure 7: Pulsmfiom the PAMareinjected
into the Main Laser near thepinholeplane
of the Trawport
Spatial Filter (right). Thayare directed into the Cmi@Spatial
Filter (lef~, After fourpasses,
thepulse
emerges andposses through the Transport Spatial Filter on its way to the Target Chamber,

Tberequired centering and Tmnspfi Spatial Filter (TSF)images areprovided bythe Ou@ut Sensor.
The Cavity Spatial Filter (CSF) images are provided by the CSF camera. Fiber sources, permanently
mounted outside the main beam path on the optical axis behind spatial filter pupil plane locations, are used
as centering references. For all Main Laser alignment, the Pockels Cell must be bypassed. Tbisis
accomplished by inserting wave plates into passes 2 and 3 in the CSF.
~eMain Lmeralignment sequence isdepiaed in Figure 8-Figurel5. It begins with centering. The
Automatic Alignment System views centering references located behind LM3 and LM 1, and moves LM3
andthepolarizer tocmter the image of the LMl centering references onthe LM3 centering references.

Figure8: Tbeautomatic alignment system usesthe Ou@ut Sensor in neartield modetoview LMl
?dLM3, andthen itmoves LM3andthe Polarimrto match the LMl light source pairtothe LM31igbt
mrce pair.
Then the automatic alignment system superimposes the image of the Beam Shaper centering references
on the LM3 references bytiltingtbe PAM output mirrors, nulling both centering and orientation errors.
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Figure 9: The automatic alignment ~stem uses the Output Sensor in nearJ7eld mode to view the Beam
Shaper references, and then it moves the three PABST output mirrors to center the apodized beam on and
orient the apodized beam to LM3,

Once centering and orientation have been accomplished, pointing begins. The TSF pass-1, the KDP,
and the CSF passes I-4 pointing systems consist of an incoherent illuminator, a pinhole plane reticle, and
a CCD camera configured to view the pinhole plane. The reticle is a trarrsmissive optic with a central
ditilaction grating in the shape of a pinhole. A precision positioner mechanism provides the ability to
accurately place tbe reticle in the shot pinhole position. A portion of the illuminator light hitting the
grating is directed to the off-axis CCD camera. Similarly, a portion of the focused beam is directed to tbe
camera. The pinhole and beam images are used to derive pointing error signals as illustrated earlier in
Figure 2. The images in Figure 2 were generated in the NIF alignment system simulator using a prototype
ditliactive optical element illuminated and viewed thm off-axis.
For pointing alignment in the Main Laser TSF and CSF retitles are inserted. The PAM output
mirrors are tilted to position the alignment bsam on the TSF pass-1 reticle.
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Figure 10: The automatic alignment system uses the Output Sensor in far field mode to view the TSF
pass-l reticle, and then it moves the three PABST output mirrors to point the alignment beam through
the pinhole.

Then the automatic alignment system tilts LM 1 to position the alignment beam on the CSF pass-3
reticle,
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Figure 11: The automatic alignment system uses the CSF camera to view the CSF retitles,
moves LM1 to point the alignment beam through the pinhole.

and then it

Atler LM1 is positioned, LMI and LM2 are moved together to position the alignment beam on the
CSF pass-4 reticle without moving the beam on the CSF pass-3 reticle.
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?11,,The automatic

alignment system uses the CSF camera to vim the CSF ~etic[e~, ~~ then it
LMI and LM2 to point the alignment beam through the pass-4 pinhole while maintaining pointi)
,h the pass-3 pinhole.

The CSF output is aligned to the TSF pass-4 pinhole in a different fashion. A fiber is inserted into
the center of the TSF pass-4 pinhole, and is viewed by the Output Sensor. Its location is recorded and it is
removed.
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Figure 13: The automatic alignment system positions aflber at the center of the TSF pats-4 pinhole,
uses the Output Sensor in far f7eld mode to view thejiber, and then removes the f?ber, , and then it
moves LM1 and LM2 to point the alignment beam through the pass-4 pinhole while maintaining pointing
through the pars-3 pinhole

The alignment laser, having heen steered through all four pssses of the CSF, arrives at the TSF pass.4
pinhole. Ita location is recorded and LM3 and the Polarizer are tilted so m to pnsition the alignment beam
at the fiber location. LM 1 and LM2 must be adjusted at the same time to maintain the previous CSF
alignment conditions.
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Figure 14: The automatic alignment system uses the output Semor in far@[d
~~e to ~iw the TSF
pass-4 pinhole and then moves LIU3 and the polarizer to point the alignment beam through the pass-4
pinhole.

S. BEAM TRANSPORT

The Beam Transpnrt and Target Area Alignment can be performed independently of the rest of the laser
chain. In fact, since there amnoamplifiem downstream of the TSF, it istnbeex~cted
that alignment in
these areas will commence wel[in advance of therestofthelmer.
Alignment begins with centering The
final optics assembly alignment source pairisinse~ed andviewedthrough the TSFpms-l pinhole, LM4,
LM5, LM7, and LM8 are tilted in an adjustment that rotates the image of the final optics aasembly
alignment source pair to match the orientation of tbe LM3 sources then superimposes it on the LM3
sources.
The conversion eficiency of the third harmonic generator (KDP) depends strnngly upnn tbe 1co’sangle
ofincidence atthefinal optics msembly. fiismgle is@nedby obsewing light reflected offaflatsufiacein
the final optics assembly. ~iscollimated
light propagates back into the TSF, andthelmatinn ofits focus
atthe TSFpinhole plane cankused
tocalculate theretuming beam pointing. ~eTSF KDP alignment
reticle isinserted atthe TSF plane. Tbeautomatic alignment system uses the Output Sensor in Fairfield
mndetoview the reticle. The lwsource ispositioned at TSFpass-4, directed towards the Tmget
Chamber. The final optics assembly, and thus the harmonic generator, is tilted so as to superimpose the
reflection of the source on the reticular markings.

Then the 3eIIsource
is inserted at the 30 focus
of final TSF lens. lle
Target Alignment Sensor
is inserted, its location
and orientation arc verified
with the CCRS. The
equivalent target plane is
viewed to determine 3eo
beam aimpoint and spot
size. LM8 is tilted to
point the 301beam to the
center of the target face,
and LM4, LM5, LM7,
and the final optics
assembly are adjusted to
correct any dccentering or
rotation or change of pulse
angle of incidence at the
tripler. The final optics
assembly is inserted or
retracted to achieve the
correct spot size at the
target face.
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~re 1S: The Chamber Center Reference Systems works as a high
~olution, large working distance alignment telescope. (a) The CCRS
,w.rures rotdiomc using autocollinrat ion, (b) The CCRS mess tires
splacemerm using target mirrors.

6. TARGET AREA ALIGNMENT

Targti cbsmbcr center will
b established during initial
NIF setup. Once that has bee”
accomplished, the Chamber
Center Reference System
(CCRS) will be deployed.
This system essentially cO”si~ts
of two identical alignment
telescopes adjusted so that their
optical axes intersect
orthogonal Iy at target chamber
center. Once this relationship
has been established, the
telescopes will be locked i“
place,
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tire 16: Side viaw-of TAS, CCD image from the upper TAS
ffector camera. (a) Tha target is centered in the TAS, and the
cident beam is correctly pointed andf~ used, (b) The target is
ntered in the TAS, but the correctly fwused beam is misprinted. (q
he target is centered in the TAS, but the beam is correctly pointed is
tcorrectlyfwused.

The CCRS is used to
locate and orient objects in the
vicinity of target chamber
center. It is be used during
insertion of the Target
Alignment Sensor (TAS) a“d
some of the diagnostic
aPPa~tus. ‘Ile CCRS operates
in two modes as depicted i“
Figure 15.
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For TAS insertion, the CCRS operates
in buth modes. In the tirst, the orientation
(rotation) of the TAS at target chamber
center ismeasured by autocollimation. A
reticle located at the focus of the CCRS
objective is illuminated. ‘fleparallelmys
emerge km the lens and propagate towards
chamber center. Some reflect offa TAS
mounted mirror target back into the CCRS
objective. ‘fbeseraysforrrrm image of the
reticle at the focus of the CCRS objective.
When the TAS is correctly nrierrted, the
TAS mirror target normal is parallel to the
incident rays and the image is exactly
superimposed on the reticle. Theimagesnf
the reticle with its reflection are analyzed,
and rrrtation offsets are nulled by the
motorized TAS positioner. In the second
mode of operation, the location oftbe TAS
is determined by targeting. The focal length
of the CCRS objective is half the Target
Chamber radius. The mirror target is a front
surface mirror containing a target pattern that
is not siIvered, but fi-osted and trans Iucent.
This mirror is imaged onto a screen by the
CCRS objective. Light from everywhere on
the mimur surface except tbe frosted target
pattern is tmnsfemed onto a coordinate map
reticle via the I: I relay. A translatable
camera views the reticle with high
resolution. Thus each arm of the CCRS
messures two rotations and two
displacements of the TAS.

Target Alignment involves two steps.
Aligning beams to an aimpoint and aligning
targets to aimpnints. For most cases, the
TAS is inserted, then tbe target is inserted.
Tbe TASviewsthetarget.
Feedback based
on the TAS images is used to null location
and orientation offsets of tbe target relative
to TAS center and thus relative to tbe target
chamber center defined bythe CCRS. The
(a
3UIalignment source is i“mod”~~d in the
TSF Ittravels through the beam transpon
gure 17: Side view of the TAS, CCD images from the
into the Target Chamber onto the TAS
per and lower MS rej?ector cameras (a) W beams a
CCD. The target face is imaged on the
rrectly pointed and focused, but the target is decentere
CCD. The beam is aimed at the center of
I The beams are correctly pointed andfbcused but the
the target face, but hits the TAS mirror and
get is tilted
be reflected onto the CCD. TAS alignment
is depicted in Figure 16-Figure 18. These
figures show different fucusing and puinting states for an alignment source and different Iocations and
orientation of a NIF baseline hohlraum, and the resulting TAS camera images.

The beam hits the
target’s image on the CCD in
the same place it would have
~---_— —___
hitthetsrget.
llespot~ize
‘-----ismeasured
and
the lens is
+
extended or rctmcted w as to
be fucused exact Iy at the target
II
face. ‘IlemispOintingis
measured and LM8 is tilted to
correct themispointing. Once
abeamline is aligned, its3m
source will be removed and
another heamline is aligned,
The 3UIsources are intended
Iargets. II views targets from the side. The target camera’s centerline
to represent the shot time
Iiesinthefwalplane
of thetopreflector
camera. Theistheplanein
ktseroutput. Authentication
which the beams converge andinwhich thetargetface
lies. (a)lfthe
of these sources ispefom&
target face lies in this plane, and the TAScenterline passes through the
using PAM shots. When the
center ofeach face, then nopartoftheface
will bevisiblepomtk
4-pass is fired, pulses of
camera andthealignment
system willobseme a straightedge,
(b) Ifthe
sut?icient irradiance to convert
target face lies below the f~alplane
of the top reffector camera and/or
into TAS-detectable 30 are
Ifthe target is tilted part of the face will be visible and the alignment
produced. An alignment
will observe some rounding of the target edge.
source is pointed to the center
of the TAS camera, the”
removed from the TSF. A
PAMshot isexecuted andthelmation of themsulting 3mismcorded. Iftbe3cualignment source and the
PAM 30 are offset tlom one another, an error condition is generated and the precision 3Walignment source
inserter will be adjusted so as to match the reference beam to the PAM pulse.
lnsomec%es, beamtoaimpoinV~get
toaimpoint alignment may occur. Forexample, cryogenic
tsrgets maynotbe insefied until moments before a shot. Inthiscase, the beams wilibe aligned to
aimpoints and when the target is brought in, its position and orientation are adjusted to match the TAS
axis.
The TAScanalso beusedto veri&~rget diagnostic alignment. AIightsource canextendfiomthe
TASstructure tothecenter of the TAS. The TAScamema will verify thatthe light source is exactly in
thecenterofthe TAS. ~endiagnostics canview thelight soumeto ensu~their om alignment. Incaaes
where the TAS s~c~reobsticts
diagnostic line ofsight tothecenter of the TAS, thelight source can&
mounted on the target positioner, inserted to the exact center of the TAS, and left there while the TAS is
retracted. Inthiscme, thelight would bvisible fiomeve~where inthe Target Chambr.
7. SUMMARY
Manymotorized mimrmotions effect multiple aspects ofaliWment. Theautomatic aliWmentsystem
will provide compensating commands for other motors in a such a way that each alignment task is
accomplished without disturbing others.
Parallel alignment of the P&e Generator, Main Laser and Beam Tmnspom/Target Area will proceed
much faster than asequential alignment of theentire lmerchain. Allofthe NIFheamlines will&aligned
simultaneously. The TAS istheonly sensor shared by the 192 beams. This sharing will not cause delays
because the Beam Transpoflarget Area al ignment can commence almost immediately atler a shot,
whereas the Pulse Generators and Main Lasers cannot be aligned until significant ccmling has occurred.
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